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Introduction 

A wireless sensor network normally consist of small 

multifunctional, resource constrained sensors that are self-

organized as an ad hoc network to monitor the physical world. 

Examples include wildlife habitat monitoring, security and 

military surveillance target tracking. Sensor network are mostly 

used in real time applications where it is complex or infeasible 

to establish wired network. There are two main methods 

available which are i) Steiner tree to estimate minimum 

communication cost required to achieve a given level of privacy 

ii) Quantitatively measure location privacy in sensor network. 

Whence location Privacy 

The attacker needs to locate the source by identifying the 

messages which were being sent to sink continually. 

Implementing a enlarge amount of path to destination so that the 

attacker will find difficulties to capture. A duplicate packet can 

be generated in order to confuse the attacker which will be same 

as that of the real and can be placed at the same distance as the 

source. A direct path can’t be created to sink it could be easily 

detected so that every path should be traced along all packets 

and reach to founder and also a looping path can built similar to 

this way for confusing. 

 
Fig 1. A device can sense on a particular region 

Sire location Privacy 

An adversary can find the sink location in many possible 

ways by the local eavesdropper. A fake packet, its path also be 

created as duplicate, random path can be generated. A global 

eavesdropper can spoil these schemes, a high number of 

transmission path which are exhibiting. A primary goal is to 

privacy preserving method implemented to oppose against 

global eavesdropper.  

Related works 

Since Chaum’s seminal works, so far hundreds of papers [5] 

have been concentrated on building, analyzing, and attacking 

anonymous communication systems. Due to space limit, we can 

only discuss those most relevant ones in both wired networks 

and wireless networks. Recently, techniques to randomize 

communications during the network setup phase to protect the 

anonymity of the sensor network infrastructure were proposed in 

[2]. In contrast, we focus on defending against traffic analysis 

during the data sending phase. In addition, we propose a more 

robust adversary model, and assume that an adversary can 

launch active attacks such as injecting traffic in the network, and 

compromising sensor nodes. Preserving source-location privacy 

in WSNs was proposed by C. Ozturk et.al. [10]. This work 

proposes randomization techniques such as fake packets, 

persistent fake sources, and a random walk to hide the location 

of the source of data packet from discovery. Unlike our 

approach, fake packets are always flooded, which incurs a high 

overhead cost. The key advantage of our approach is that it 

achieves much of the decorrelative effects of flooding at a 

fraction of the cost. Also, our focus is on the arguably more 

difficult task of hiding the destination of a data packet, i.e. base 

station, from discovery, since the patterns produced by the 

System Architecture 

        A source can sent packet to destination, a more number of 

nodes were generated nearer to them. Within those a parent of a 

node also linked and all of them were connected together and 

information can be transferred to the user. 

Design goals 

Network oppugant model 

In a homogeneous network, a similar number of systems 

were connected to be formed. It have similar characteristics
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ABSTRACT 

In sensor network many protocols have been developed for the purpose of confidentiality, 

contextual information, providing security for the content of message and transferred over 

network .It become a complex session for sensor network (ie, locating target objects in 

monitoring application, as well as protecting information). There have been several recent 

works on location privacy. It will be concise for the adversary and can capture only network-

traffic in small area. The proposing system is the location privacy in large sensor networks. 

The antagonist model, global eavesdropper has become real and vanquishes existing 

techniques. We also propose two techniques that protect the information: recurrent location 

and provenance bluff. It provides a extreme level of location privacy while the other 

provides trade-off between privacy, cost for communication, latency. The squander view 

method is used to monitor the attacker within a small time of sequence. These techniques are 

efficient and effective in sheltering location information from attacker. 
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between them (ie.., power sources, computation capabilities), 

expected lifetime. It will become popular nowadays and 

implementing for many applications. Monitoring the attacker 

whether they are involving in a targeted network to hackle the 

content of messages and location privacy. It includes wildlife 

habitat and a device is being sensing the things that are that are 

happening and a similar method is used in military purposes that 

enemies were entering into their region or hacking secret 

information from them. To prevent from these issues, a device 

can be activated to monitor the target area. Security guards are 

protecting system that exhibit when an unknown device entering 

to it and sends information to the sink that somewhere entering o 

trying to take your messages. So the locations of each node were 

changed concurrently. 

 
Fig 2. A System Architecture 

Clandtineness Assessment Model 

       Determining location privacy in wireless is critical 

component. Snooping the network is a method of monitoring 

wireless transmission in the target network. There is no need of 

finding the sink in the sensor network of exact location of where 

the packet is being sent and received.  

 
Fig 3. An model for clandtineness assessment 

An approximate calculation will enough for this method. An 

observation point can be established to maintain the sensing 

process, where i is the observation point, t is tuple, e is the 

targeted area (i,t,e). Simultaneously a dummy sequence in 

network can be defined in order to confuse. More 

communication overhead can be achieved in the network traffic, 

trade-off between communication overhead and location 

privacy. Objective of the attacker is to locate source and sink by 

snooping on wireless transmission. 

Provenance Blur-   Recurrent Blur 

It will sense all the objects in the targeted area and clearly 

watches the asail. If they were entered into the area, that could 

be monitored clearly and produces the results to the sensor 

device. When a data packets is sent to the receiver, the sender 

become its parent. So that many sensor devices were located 

with a small distance to each other. If a single assail were 

entered, it will be detected in approximately six nodes, all of 

them can send messages to the services that they were accessing 

data. All of the collected information and nodes were reported 

periodically to the remaining nodes. 

Provenance Bluff 

If the source and sink location were identified by the assail, 

they may easily ready to access it. Protecting from these the 

source location can be changed dynamically, so that every time 

they need to find the location path and it will not be a 

permanent. It changes it as very squander. Once they determine 

the provenance point and make possible to access the content. 

Suddenly they change the location and attacker can access the 

information of some other. The connections and path were 

distorted concurrently. They will not hack our information and 

they kept alive 

Submerge Assessment Model 

 Submerge assessment can be taken in order after the 

observation of origin point. For this, point can be dynamically 

changed . So that submerge point will not be determined easily. 

Communication overhead will be increased. Trade between 

them also depresses.  

Provenance Bluff 

If the source and sink location were identified by the assail, 

they may easily ready to access it. Protecting from these the 

source location can be changed dynamically, so that every time 

they need to find the location path and it will not be a 

permanent. It changes it as very squander. Once they determine 

the provenance point and make possible to access the content. 

Suddenly they change the location and attacker can access the 

information of some other. The connections and path were 

distorted concurrently. They will not hack our information and 

they kept alive 

Squander View Model 

Due to the collection of all information from the node can 

take several time. It can’t  defeat quickly. So the squander view 

technique can be implemented to adapt the detection method as 

soon as possible and other process can be done simultaneously.   

Experiments 

The observation can be noted and a graph can be drawn 

with source and destination location and the number of duplicate 

packets generated, number of adversary who were visible. It 

increases performance and will be more protected. 

 
Fig 4. An experimental  results for the process 

Conclusion 

It searches for the attacker whoever entering into it and 

captures and sends signal to the device which is very useful for 

detecting the antagonists. Simultaneously location can be 

modified from time to time this will confuse the attacker. It 

increases the throughput level and the processing speed through 

squander view method, Further it may involve in some other 

techniques to enhance it. 
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